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SELF   WHOLE, CONSCIOUS, FUNCTIONING PERSON. All that takes place within SELF starts 
from the ENERGY BODY field (AURA), and is exhibited in cellular health of the physical BODY as well as mental health 
of the psychological makeup (MIND). Wellbeing of everything within SELF is dependent on the physical BODY cellular 
cycle. SOURCE energy (LIFE, as below) transforms SELF through the ENERGY BODY, ready to partner consciously 
when invited to intervene, replacing Karma (based on Darwinian adaptation) with new unity approach of direct 
transformation. What if SELF is designed to live on Planet Earth indefinitely? 

SOUL ENERGY  SOUL is the POWER MATRIX of SELF. Composed of (1) SOURCE energy (whole, 
knowing, loving, creating, multidimensional energy, LIFE), our reason for existing: combined with (2) TEMPERAMENT 
energy, our historic and distinctive individuality. SOURCE energy invigorates the ENERGY BODY, where 
transformation (not adaptation) of anything changes everything. SOUL connects at the heart (truth, timing, motivation, 
intuition). Energy wholeness of SOUL (“the whole, radiant being within”) is the basis for natural, total healing of BODY.  

BRAIN ENERGY  BRAIN is the PATTERNING MATRIX of SELF. BRAIN is responsible for effective function 
and maintenance of physical BODY and its systems, with emphasis on balance, harmony, and rhythm. Multidimensional 
BRAIN serves as the quality of consciousness transducer for MIND. (A transducer converts energy from one form to 
another.)  All processes related to consciousness (form and subtle aspects) hinge on the cellular health of physical 
BODY. BRAIN FOLLOWS MIND, with BRAIN functional quality limited by state of MIND. BRAIN functions best at 
physical regulation with MIND perspectives (i.e., energy wholeness) that arise from unity with SOURCE (LIFE).  

MIND ENERGY  MIND is the PSYCHOLOGICAL MATRIX of SELF. MIND feels and thinks about its 
experiences, interprets everyday life as it happens, selects concrete and abstract choices, and reflects on life as it 
passes. Psychological states (intention, attitudes, perspectives, beliefs, feelings, imagination…) derive their energy 
from the ENERGY BODY. Health of MIND (psychological states) and cellular health of physical BODY (physiological 
states) directly interact and can override each other. Choosing an energy-wholeness perspective facilitates healing like 
nothing else! New kind of love for ongoing Planetary Transformation: Entertain all possibilities while considering the 
highest interests of all concerned in any situation. Loving SELF enough (as part of “all concerned”) is key!  

BODY ENERGY  BODY is the PHYSIOLOGICAL MATRIX of SELF. Physical BODY FOLLOWS MIND in its 
evolution. Healing the MIND heals the physical BODY! The ENERGY BODY field invigorates physical BODY which is 
designed to be completely self-replenishing. If a whole magnificent physical BODY is the template of SELF-perceptions, 
then physical BODY renews itself accordingly. SOURCE (LIFE) connects at the heart. Choosing unity with LIFE while 
opening heart to unlimited possibilities, cultivates conscious alliance, allegiance, and transformation of SELF toward 
Ascension (wholeness, complete SELF health). What if there is no obsolescence designed into physical BODY?                             
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